Read and Copy Targets...

1: Use the following evidence and sentence starters to complete your PEE.
   Evidence: 'Jones would come back!'
   Sentence starters: Squealer plays on the animals fears by...

2: Make sure that your evidence links to the point and be sure to focus on this in your explanation.

3: What does this evidence suggest about Napoleon and the other Pigs? How are they acting and what might this suggest they will do later in the story?

4: What does Squealer's persuasive language make the other animals on the farm feel and what might suggest will happen in the future?

5: Use a quote from Squealer at the end of Ch.3 and explain why this would of been effective on the other animals. Why would it have worked?

6: Explain how this example of corruption could be symbolic for our real world? Are there any possible comparisons you could explain?
Learning objectives...

- to understand the characters of Snowball and Napoleon
- to be able to analyse quotations effectively
Team Napoleon vs. Team Snowball!

Quote hunting Challenge...

In your pairs. You need to find at least 2 quotes from the book that show your opponent to be unfit to be in charge...

environmentalism

- to understand the characters of Snowball and Napoleon
- to be able to analyse quotations effectively
Power Struggles

How do the people with the most power in the UK keep hold of it?
One of the pigs is under arrest!

Which pig should be arrested?

Explain your case for the prosecution using evidence to back it up.
Debate...

In the novel, Snowball is chased away before he gets a chance to speak. You are going to argue for your chosen pig, using the quotations you have found!

- to understand the characters of Snowball and Napoleon
- to be able to analyse quotations effectively
Plenary...

What power 'tactics' are used in Animal Farm that we see used in our world today?

- to understand the characters of Snowball and Napoleon
- to be able to analyse quotations effectively